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ABSTRACT: Identifying and characterizing systems that generate
well-defined states with large electron spin polarization is of high
interest for applications in molecular spintronics, high-energy physics,
and magnetic resonance spectroscopy. The generation of electron spin
polarization on free-radical substituents tethered to pentacene
derivatives has recently gained a great deal of interest for its
applications in molecular electronics. After photoexcitation of the
chromophore, pentacene−radical derivatives can rapidly form spin-
polarized triplet excited states through enhanced intersystem crossing.
Under the right conditions, the triplet spin polarization, arising from
mS-selective intersystem crossing rates, can be transferred to the
tethered stable radical. The efficiency of this spin polarization transfer
depends on many factors: local magnetic and electric fields, excited-
state energetics, molecular geometry, and spin-spin coupling. Here, we present transient electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
measurements on three pentacene derivatives tethered to Finland trityl, BDPA, or TEMPO radicals to explore the influence of the
nature of the radical on the spin polarization transfer. We observe efficient polarization transfer between the pentacene excited triplet
and the trityl radical but do not observe the same for the BDPA and TEMPO derivatives. The polarization transfer behavior in the
pentacene−trityl system is also investigated in different glassy matrices and is found to depend markedly on the solvent used. The
EPR results are rationalized with the help of femtosecond and nanosecond transient absorption measurements, yielding
complementary information on the excited-state dynamics of the three pentacene derivatives. Notably, we observe a 2 orders of
magnitude difference in the time scale of triplet formation between the pentacene−trityl system and the pentacene systems tethered
with the BDPA and TEMPO radicals.

■ INTRODUCTION

Stable radical−chromophore open-shell hybrids have emerged
as a versatile class of molecules for light emission,1−3 chemical
sensing,4 information storage,5 and studying the fundamental
photophysics of processes such as spin catalysis.6,7 In particular,
the ability to spin polarize radicals by optical pumping of the
coupled chromophore has allowed one to considerably increase
the sensitivity of select electron spin resonance experiments.8−10

In the last few decades there has been considerable progress in
the understanding of optically induced spin polarization transfer
and charge transfer mechanisms in photoactive molecules11,12

using model systems such as C60−TEMPO,8,13,14 naphthalene−
TEMPO,15 NDI−TEMPO,12,16 ZnTPP−BDPA,17 NDI−
BDPA,18 and pentacene−TEMPO.6 In parallel, an increasing
number of these studies have focused on closed- and open-shell
pentacene derivatives with the goal of increasing their stability,
solubility, and triplet yield.19−22 An increased triplet yield has,
for example, implications for improving charge carrier mobilities
in pentacene-doped solar cell devices23 and applications in

molecular spintronics, artificial photosynthesis, and signal
enhancement methods for magnetic resonance.24−28 The triplet
yield can be enhanced by increasing the intersystem crossing
rate, which may be accomplished by addition of free-radical
substituents.19

Addition of a radical substituent can also lead to spin
polarization transfer from the chromophore to the radical upon
light irradiation, resulting in a significant increase or decrease in
the observed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal of
the radical substituent.6,18,29,30

The efficiency and themechanism of spin polarization transfer
are dictated by the type of chromophore used, the nature of the
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tethered radical, as well as the geometry, rigidity, and extent of
conjugation of the linker.6,29,31

In order to explore the effect of the radical on the efficiency
and mechanism of the polarization transfer between the
pentacene and the tethered radical, we synthesized and
characterized three pentacene derivatives, shown in Figure 1,

that are functionalized with identical linkers but different stable
free radicals: Triarylmethyl (Finland trityl), 1,3-bisdiphenylene-
2-phenylallyl (BDPA), and (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-
yl)oxy (TEMPO).
We measured the transient EPR (TREPR) spectra of these

three compounds, and we observe that only the pentacene−
trityl (pTrityl) derivative displays any signs of spin polarization
transfer between the pentacene triplet and the tethered radical.
These findings are supported by complementary transient
absorption (TA) experiments which clearly show enhanced
intersystem crossing (ISC). This result indicates electronic
communication between the pentacene triplet and the trityl
radical which is absent in the BDPA and TEMPO moieties. We
attribute this effect to a larger spatial extent of the electron spin
density of the trityl radical32−34 compared to the BDPA and
TEMPO derivatives and the poor π-conjugation on the linker.
We also observe differences in the polarization transfer behavior
when the pTrityl system is dissolved in different glassy matrices.
This behavior may be due to different conformations, the glass
quality, and possibly aggregate formation of the pentacene
derivatives in frozen solution.

■ METHODS
Synthesis.The synthesis and characterization of compounds

1a, 2a, and 3a are described in the Supporting Information. The
numbering scheme is in line with the synthetic description given
in the SI. All reactions were carried out under an inert
atmosphere of argon. The compounds were purified using
column chromatography on silica gel and characterized using
EPR and high-resolution electrospray ionization mass spec-
trometry (ESI-HRMS). Further details regarding the synthesis
and analysis can be found in the SI.

Sample Preparation for EPR. Butyronitrile (btn), toluene
(tol), o-terphenyl (OTP), and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further
purification. The samples were prepared at a concentration of
approximately 0.1 mM, degassed by freezing and thawing the
solution (several cycles), and subsequently sealed under vacuum
in a 3.8 mm outer diameter EPR tube. Samples prepared with
OTPwere mixed with powderedOTP and thenmildly heated to
form a homogeneous mixture. Samples in OTP were not sealed
or degassed.

Optical Spectroscopy. Compounds 1a, 2a, and 3a were
dissolved in butyronitrile, and their ground-state electronic
properties were probed at room temperature by steady-state
UV−vis absorption spectroscopy on an Agilent Cary 60 UV−vis
spectrophotometer. The solutions were prepared to give an
optical density at the excitation wavelength in the range of 0.2−
0.4 corresponding to a concentration of ∼0.1 mM. In order to
investigate the excited-state dynamics of the compounds, a
global kinetic analysis of the femtosecond (fs) and nanosecond
(ns) transient absorption spectra was performed. Further details
regarding the experimental setups and data analysis can be found
in the Supporting Information.

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance. EPR and Laser
Setup. All EPR experiments were carried out on a Bruker
ELEXSYS E680 spectrometer operated at the X-band frequency
(9.75 GHz) using a Bruker ER4118X-MD5 resonator. The
temperature was held constant at 85 K using a nitrogen gas-flow
cryostat (Oxford Instruments). The samples were photoexcited
with depolarized laser light at 620 nm using an OPO (Opotek
Opolette 355) seeded by the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG
operated at 20 Hz (pulse duration 5 ns). Excitation energies
between 1 and 4 mJ were used (as indicated) with a 2 mm beam
diameter. The spectra were field corrected using a BDPA field
standard (g = 2.00242) and frequency corrected to 9.75 GHz.

Transient CW EPR. The transient CW EPR spectra were
acquired in direct detection mode using the transient recorder
and a microwave power of 0.2 mW (30 dB). Any positive signal
corresponds to an absorptive transition and any negative signal
to an emissive one. After data acquisition, the 2D spectra were
baseline corrected in both dimensions using a home-written
MATLAB routine.

Pulsed EPR.Transient field-swept echo-detected EPR spectra
were recorded at 85 K using the microwave pulse sequence
laser−t1−π/2−τ−π−τ−echo with t1 ≈ 2 μs and an interpulse
delay τ of 120 ns. The delay between laser excitation and the
start of the microwave pulse sequence was optimized from the
maximum EPR signal enhancement using a varied delay after the
flash experiment, which showed the EPR signal maximum at 2
μs. A two-step phase cycle was applied, and integration was
performed over the whole echo. However, in the case of pTrityl,
the EPR line shape is sufficiently narrow such that FID detection
rather than echo detection needed to be used to obtain a
spectrum free of artifacts. The shot repetition rate was
determined by the repetition rate of the laser (20 Hz). An
electronic delay generator (Stanford Research Systems DG645)
was used as the master clock to synchronize the laser excitation
pulse with the microwave pulse sequence.
For the dark experiments, the laser beam was blocked before

reaching the sample. All other experimental parameters were
kept the same. All fits to the experimental data were done in
MATLAB using EasySpin functions.38

Figure 1. Pentacene derivative compounds investigated in this study.
Bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl (TIPS)) pentacene bound via a linker to
three different radicals.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We synthesized, isolated, and characterized the molecules
shown in Figure 1 according to the methods given in the
Supporting Information. For the pentacene part of the molecule
we used a TIPS−pentacene39 moiety as shown in Figure 1, since
the TIPS group has been shown to increase the solubility of
pentacene compounds.39,40 The linker is identical for all of the
pentacene−radical derivatives studied and consists of a phenyl
spacer and a carboxyl moiety. The conjugation was deliberately
shortened at the phenyl spacer rather than extending to the free-
radical substituent in order to investigate how changing the
stable radical affects the spin polarization transfer.
UV−vis Absorption Measurements. Figure 2 shows

optical absorption profiles of pTEMPO, pBDPA, and pTrityl

radicals in butyronitrile normalized to the maximum absorption
of the pentacene moiety. The pentacene moiety in all three
pentacene−radical derivatives has an absorption maximum at λ
= 620 nm corresponding to the S0 → S1 pentacene transition.
The absorption spectra of all three pentacene−radical
derivatives are very similar, showing that the different radical
moieties do not have significantly different effects on the
pentacene singlet electronic state energies. Similar pentacene
derivatives show λmax = 620 nm when the pentacene is directly
bound to a phenyl group.6 Changes in the substituents bound to
the phenyl did not significantly affect the absorption profile of
the compound. The trityl and BDPA moieties contribute to the
strong absorption observed below 550 nm35 in Figure 2.
Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. Excited-state elec-

tronic properties and lifetimes of pBDPA, pTrityl, and
pTEMPO were probed using nanosecond (ns-TA) and
femtosecond (fs-TA) transient absorption spectroscopy. The
excitation wavelength was set to 620 and 600 nm in order to
populate the lowest singlet excited state (S1) upon photo-
excitation. The transient absorption spectra were recorded with
time delays ranging from 0.1 to 1880 ps and from 1 to 500 ns. As
shown in Figures 3 and 4, the spectra of the pBDPA and
pTEMPO compounds show that even after 100 ps the spectra
are dominated by a strong absorption between 430 and 445 nm,
which we assign to the excited singlet state absorption in
agreement with previous work.6 This absorption decreases on a
nanosecond time scale, indicative of the decay of the S1
population.6

The spectra of the pTrityl in butyronitrile and toluene,
however, show a singlet decay that is 2 orders of magnitude
faster when compared to pTEMPO and pBDPA. In addition, in
the range of 10−100 ps, an absorption feature appears at 505
nm. We assign this feature to the triplet state absorption (T1 →
T3) which has already been reported elsewhere.19,42 The
lifetimes of the singlet and triplet states of pBDPA, pTEMPO,
and pTrityl are summarized in Table 1. In the range between 1
and 500 ns, no excited singlet state absorption is observed in the
pTrityl systems (at 450 nm), implying a fast decay of the S1
population as evident from the fs-TA data.Moreover, the peak at
505 nm, which corresponds to the lowest triplet state, shows a
decay of hundreds of nanoseconds, which is considerably faster
than the reported decay of other pentacene derivatives.19

Because the S1 lifetime reported in Table 1 includes
contributions due to radiative decay, intersystem crossing, as
well as internal conversion, a numerical value for the intersystem
crossing rate cannot be directly extracted from the S1 lifetime.
However, we find that in addition to a faster singlet decay, the
onset of triplet formation in the pTrityl is much faster than that
for pBDPA and pTEMPO (Table 1 and Figure S13). This
correlation would be expected if the trityl radical is acting to
enhance the intersystem crossing rate. Also, when compared to
the pentacene derivatives reported by Ito et al.,19 pBDPA and
pTEMPO exhibit shorter singlet lifetimes, which suggests that
the BDPA and TEMPO radicals affect the dynamics of the
pentacene triplet formation but not as strongly as the trityl
radical. However, unlike Ito et al.,19 we do not observe any
evidence of singlet fission occurring in dilute pentacene
derivative solutions as the S1 decay can be fit to a first-order
process.42

A faster singlet decay could also be indicative of excitation
energy transfer from the pentacene to the radical. However, we
can exclude this possibility for the case of pTrityl as no
signatures of the trityl excited-state absorption could be
observed in the TA data. Ultimately, we observe a decrease in
the singlet lifetime by 2 orders of magnitude for pTrityl when
compared to the pBDPA and pTEMPO systems. As we have
excluded the possibility of excitation energy transfer, this
suggests that enhanced, spin-allowed ISC19 occurs for the
pTrityl compound but not for pBDPA or pTEMPO.

EPR Measurements. Pulsed EPR spectra of pTrityl (1a),
pTEMPO (2a), and pBDPA (3a) with and without photo-
illumination prior to the microwave pulse sequence at 85 K as
well as the compound pTrityl (1a) in three different solvents are
shown in Figure 5. The measurements of pTEMPO and pBDPA
indicate little to no polarization transfer between the pentacene
triplet and the tethered radical upon photoillumination.
However, we observe clear optically induced polarization
transfer in the case of the pentacene tethered to the trityl
radical. We also find that the lifetime of the spin polarization on
the trityl, ∼900 μs (see Figure S16c for fit and bounds),
correlates well with the spin−lattice relaxation time of pTrityl
reported in Table 2. We observe an enhancement in the trityl
EPR signal of ∼1.6 in a mixture of 60:40 DMSO:D2O, though
the local enhancement is likely to be somewhat larger as the
illuminated region did not cover the total detection volume of
the resonator. We estimate a local enhancement of a factor ∼10
using parameters discussed in the Supporting Information.
In Figure 5 it can also be seen that the degree of electron spin

polarization in pTrityl depends on the glassy solvent matrix, with
the largest effect being seen in DMSO:D2O and the effect
essentially disappearing in toluene. It is possible that this

Figure 2.Optical absorption profiles of pTEMPO, pBDPA, and pTrityl
radicals in butyronitrile normalized to the maximum absorption of the
pentacene moiety 620 nm, and scaled with known absorption
coefficient.6 The absorption spectra of the untethered TEMPO,
BDPA and trityl radicals have been previously reported.35−37
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Figure 3. Transient absorption spectra on the picosecond time scale of (a) pBDPA, (b) pTEMPO, (c) pTrityl in butyronitrile, and (d) pTrityl in
toluene at different time delays following 600 nm pulsed excitation.

Figure 4. Transient absorption spectra on the nanosecond time scale of (a) pBDPA, (b) pTEMPO, (c) pTrityl in butyronitrile, and (d) pTrityl in
toluene at different time delays following 620 nm pulsed excitation.
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difference arises due to varying properties of the glass, which in
turn would have a direct effect on the optical transparency of the
sample. The distribution of frozen conformations could also play
a role, as the solvents used have distinct freezing points. The
distribution of conformations will depend on the accessible
conformations at the freezing point in the solvent, and this can
lead to cases where the chromophore and radical experience
slightly distinct magnetic couplings in the different solvents. The
formation of aggregates could also be a factor in this solvent
effect. Transient EPR investigations of the pentacene−radical
derivative precursor molecule pOTBS (see Supporting
Information) as well as model compound 6,13-bis-
((triethylsilyl)ethynyl)pentacene (pTES) show signs of stack-
ing/aggregation of these compounds in frozen solution. Such
aggregates are known to form in solid-state films of bis-
(triisopropylsilylethynyl (TIPS)) pentacene as evidenced by
optical measurements.41 We observe quintet signatures rather
than a triplet EPR spectrum, which suggests the close proximity
(i.e., coupling) of two triplet states. However, this possible
aggregate formation is expected to be reduced when bulky
radical substituents are attached to the chromophore.
Note that the EPR spectra in Figure 5 are all very similar to the

spectra for the respective untethered free radicals.43−45 Isotropic
g factors in a dichloromethane solution at room temperature are
shown in Table 2 as well as their respective spin−lattice
relaxation lifetimes at 85 K in the solid-state. The g tensor

components for the three compounds at 85 K in butyronitrile are
reported in Table S1.
In order to further explore the mechanism of polarization

transfer between the pentacene triplet and the trityl radical,
transient EPR (TREPR) experiments were run on frozen
solutions at 85 K. The TREPR spectra of pTrityl at different time
delays after photoexcitation are shown in Figure 6. As can be

Table 1. Summary of Singlet and Triplet Lifetimes Extracted
from the TA Spectra of Figures 3 and 4a

sample/solvent S1 lifetime (ps) T1 lifetime (ns)

TIPS-pentacene41 11 000 6500
pTEMPO/btn 4300 ± 100 microsecond range6

pBDPA/btn 2800 ± 100 microsecond range
pTrityl/btn 4.55 ± 0.10 247 ± 20
pTrityl/tol 2.67 ± 0.13 286 ± 4

aTIPS-pentacene data are reported from ref 41. See the SI for details.

Figure 5. Pulse EPR spectra taken at 85 K at 9.75 GHz (X-band) with and without a 5 ns photoexcitation pulse before the measurement: (a) 0.1 mM
pTEMPO in butyronitrile (btn), (b) 0.1 mM pBDPA in btn, (c) 0.1 mM pTrityl in four different solvents: btn, 60% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and
40% D2O, o-terphenyl (OTP), and toluene (tol). “Dark” spectra were given a relative intensity of 1.0; therefore, the y axis yields the electron
polarization enhancement factor when comparing the dark and light spectra. All spectra obtained following photoexcitation in btn were taken with 4mJ
beam energy with a 5 ns, 620 or 610 nm laser pulse followed by a 2 μs delay before acquisition. All other spectra with light were taken with a 1 mJ beam
energy at 620 nm with the same delay after the laser pulse. Size of the beam on the sample was ∼2 mm in diameter, and volume detected by EPR was
approximately 70 μL. For reference, the optical density of our samples at these concentrations is ∼0.3 based on the path length of the sample and the
molar absorptivity at the excitation wavelength for similar compounds.6

Table 2. EPR Fit Parameters: Spin−Lattice electron
Relaxation Lifetimes (T1) at the X-Band for pTEMPO,
pBDPA, and pTrityl-Tethered Free Radicals at 85 K in
Butyronitrile and Isotropic g Factors at Room Temperature
in Dichloromethanea

compound giso T1 (ms)

pTEMPO 2.0062 0.23 ± 0.03
pBDPA 2.0026 40.3 ± 0.6
pTrityl 2.0030 1.07 ± 0.01

aThe corresponding fitted g tensor values in the solid state are
reported in the SI.

Figure 6. Transient cw EPR spectra of 0.1 mM pTrityl in butyronitrile
at 85 K taken at different time delays after laser excitation.
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seen from the figure, not all spectral features exhibit the same
decay behavior, suggesting that they originate from different
species. The spectra shown in Figure 6 are characterized by a
sharp positive EPR signal associated with the trityl radical at
∼348 mT along with some broader, absorptive, and less intense
features underneath this peak in the range of 342−350 mT,
which might be associated with a quartet state. The spectra also
contain a broad feature with absorptive and emissive peaks in the
range from 320 to 370mT. The absorptive and emissive features
in the region of 320−370mT could be simulated as a triplet state
using EasySpin with zero-field parametersD≈ 1270MHz and E
≈ − 100 MHz and g-tensor values reported for pentacene.46

These values correlate reasonably well with EPR parameters for
triplet states formed in pentacene in a naphthalene matrix46

where the reported g tensor is [2.0015, 2.0009, 2.0005], with
zero-field splitting parameters D = 1389 MHz and E = −42
MHz.
The mechanism of polarization transfer in such systems

depends on spin relaxation processes, excited-state energetics, as
well as the magnetic coupling regime, which depends on the
magnitude of the exchange interaction between the excited
triplet and the tethered radical compared to other magnetic
interactions in the system. We observe a spin-polarized ground-
state radical signature in the TREPR spectra (Figure 6), which
indicates that the spin−spin interaction in some of the pTrityl
molecules falls within the weak coupling regime. However,
additional features in the TREPR spectrum underneath the
sharp trityl feature could be indicative of an intermediate/strong
coupling case. We propose that these features could arise from
quartet state formation. Quartet features are expected to be
narrower than the pure triplet for the case where the dipolar
coupling between unpaired electrons in the triplet is stronger
than that between the pentacene triplet and the free-radical
doublet.47 In an intermediate coupling regime, the degree of
mixing between the pentacene triplet and the free-radical
doublet would be dependent on the molecular orientation with
respect to the local magnetic field.47 Because of the rotation and
reduced conjugation of the linker in pTrityl the individual
molecules may be frozen in different conformations which lead
to a distribution of magnetic couplings between the pentacene
triplet and the tethered radical. An intermediate coupling regime
could also explain the observation of a triplet signature in the
TREPR spectrum as this could arise due to very weak coupling
between the free-radical doublet and the pentacene triplet states
for a particular orientation of pTrityl. The formation of triplet
states could also arise from a small concentration of degraded
pTrityl, although no significant change in the pTrityl EPR signal
was observed over the course of multiple measurements. We
note that additional TREPR measurements performed at higher
microwave frequencies could potentially help to clarify the
assignment of the spectral features, particularly with respect to
quartet state formation. However, no such measurements were
carried out for this study.
The electron spin polarization produced on a free-radical that

is tethered to a chromophore could arise from different
mechanisms depending on the coupling regime.6,29 As pTrityl
is likely to be in an intermediate regime, it is possible that a
couple of these mechanisms are involved in the transfer. For the
case of the electron spin polarization transfer (ESPT)
mechanism, non-Boltzmann spin polarization is transferred
from the excited triplet to the neighboring radical via weak spin
exchange interactions. This would lead to a strong spin-
polarized signal on the radical, which is indeed what is observed

in Figures 5 and 6. Within the framework of the reverse quartet
pair mechanism (RQPM), strong exchange interactions
between the radical and the triplet lead to mixing between
doublet and quartet excited states. This results in selective
relaxation between an excited doublet state and the doublet
ground state, thereby polarizing the tethered free radical.25

There is some indication of quartet formation in the TREPR
measurements in Figure 6; however, we observe no polarization
inversion of the electron spin polarization on the trityl radical
over time, which would be a typical signature of the RQPM.
Of the three radicals used in this study, only the pentacene−

trityl system resulted in observable electron spin polarization
after photoexcitation of the pentacene chromophore. In order to
make sense of these results, it is informative to discuss the spin
density distributions on the free radicals trityl, TEMPO, and
BDPA. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations estimating
the spin delocalization on an untethered trityl radical33 have
shown that the majority of the spin density lies on the central
carbon atom (70%) with the remainder distributed across the
phenyl group carbons (26%) and carboxyl groups (4%).
Comparing similar DFT and EPR studies done on the
TEMPO and BDPA free radicals,34 for TEMPO nearly all
(∼90%) of the electron spin density lies on the nitrogen and
oxygen atoms while on the BDPA32 it is primarily on the carbon
near the fluorenyl ring with very low spin density spread over the
β-aryl group. Thus, compared to BDPA and TEMPO, the
electron spin density of the trityl radical is spread over a larger
spatial extent, which could explain why coupling between the
pentacene triplet and the trityl radical is still observed despite
poor conjugation of the chromophore−radical linker.

■ CONCLUSIONS

The findings here are an important step toward understanding
the mechanisms underlying the excited-state dynamics in
pentacene−radical systems. We investigated the electronic and
spin properties of three pentacene derivatives tethered to
TEMPO, BDPA, and trityl radicals and found that the rate of
intersystem crossing is significantly enhanced for the pTrityl
system but not for pTEMPO and pBDPA. The excited triplet
state lifetime of pTrityl is an order of magnitude shorter than
that of pentacene alone, indicative of efficient triplet quenching.
By transient EPR spectroscopy we could further show that the
electron spin polarization of the excited triplet state of pentacene
is transferred to the tethered stable radical in pTrityl, resulting in
an intensity change of the transient EPR signal by a factor of 2.
The observation of electron spin polarization transfer solely for
pTrityl may be related to an increased spatial extent of the trityl
spin density as compared to the TEMPO and BDPA free
radicals, leading to a larger value for the exchange coupling
between the pentacene and the stable radical moieties.
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